Abstract. The Traveling Salesman Problem is one of the best studied NP-hard problems in combinatorial optimization. Powerful methods have been developed over the last 60 years to find optimum solutions to large TSP instances. The largest TSP instance so far that has been solved optimally has 85,900 vertices. Its solution required more than 136 years of total CPU time using the branch-and-cut based Concorde TSP code [1] . In this paper we present graph theoretic results that allow to prove that some edges of a TSP instance cannot occur in any optimum TSP tour. Based on these results we propose a combinatorial algorithm to identify such edges. The runtime of the main part of our algorithm is O(n 2 log n) for an n-vertex TSP instance. By combining our approach with the Concorde TSP solver we are able to solve a large TSPLIB instance more than 11 times faster than Concorde alone.
Introduction
An instance of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP for short) consists of a complete graph on a vertex set V together with a symmetric length function l : V ×V → R + . A tour T is a cycle that contains each vertex of the graph exactly once. The length of a tour T with edge set E(T ) is defined as e∈E(T ) l(e). A tour T for a TSP instance is called optimum if no other tour for this instance has smaller length. Finding such an optimum TSP tour is a well known NP-hard problem [5] .
The Traveling Salesman Problem is one of the best studied problems in combinatorial optimization. Many exact and approximate algorithms have been developed over the last 60 years. In this paper we present several theoretical results that allow us to eliminate edges from a TSP instance that provably cannot be contained in any optimum TSP tour. Based on these results we present a combinatorial algorithm that identifies such edges. As the runtime of our main algorithm is only O(n 2 log n) for an n-vertex instance, it can be used as a preprocessing step to other TSP algorithms. On large instances our algorithm can speed up the runtime of existing exact TSP algorithms significantly. It also can improve the performance of heuristic algorithms for the TSP. We present examples for both applications in Section 7. For a good description of the state of the art in algorithms for the Traveling Salesman Problem see [1] .
Our results are motivated by studying 2-dimensional Euclidean TSP instances, i.e., instances where the vertices are points in the Euclidean plane and the length of an edge is the Euclidean distance between the two corresponding points. However, most of our results hold for arbitrary symmetric TSP instances that even do not need to be metric.
Our Contribution. We present several results that allow to prove that certain edges in a TSP instance cannot belong to any optimum TSP tour. Our Main Edge Elimination Theorem that we prove in Section 3 turns out to be quite powerful. It allows to reduce the n(n − 1)/2 edges of an n-vertex TSP instance to about 30n edges or less for the TSPLIB [9] instances. Some additional methods for eliminating edges are presented in Section 4. We combine these with a backtrack search which we present in Section 6. This will allow us to reduce the number of edges in the TSPLIB instances to about 5n edges.
Unfortunately, our Main Edge Elimination Theorem does not directly lead to an efficient algorithm for eliminating edges in a TSP instance. Thus, a second major contribution of this paper is contained in Section 5 where we prove that a weaker form of our Main Edge Elimination Theorem can be checked in constant time per edge. This allows to apply our methods to very large TSP instances containing 100,000 or more vertices. The total runtime on such a large instance is less than three days on a single processor. Our algorithm can be run in parallel on all edges resulting in a runtime of less than a minute if sufficiently many processors are available.
Section 7 contains the results of our algorithm on TSPLIB [9] instances as well as on a 100,000 vertex instance. Here we also show how our approach can speed up finding optimum solutions to large TSP instances significantly. The TSP solver Concorde [1] is the fastest available algorithm to solve large TSP instances optimally. Concorde needs more than 199 CPU days for the TSPLIB instance d2103. After running our edge elimination algorithm for 2 CPU days the runtime of Concorde decreases to slightly more than 16 CPU days. The total speed up we obtain is more than a factor of 11.
We also report two other successful applications of the edge elimination approach in Section 7.
Notation and Preliminaries
To avoid some degenerate cases we assume in this paper that a TSP instance contains at least four vertices. Edges that do not belong to any optimum TSP tour will be called useless. We extend the definition of a TSP instance to instances (V, E) together with a length function l : E → R + where E contains all edges of the complete graph on V except some useless edges. This implies that all optimum TSP tours on the complete graph on V are contained in the graph (V, E). Therefore, to find an optimum TSP tour it suffices to consider edges from E. However, to prove that some edge in E is useless it might be useful to also look at edges that are not in E. Our edge elimination algorithm will start with some TSP instance (V, E) and return an instance (V, E ′ ) such that E ′ is a subset of E and contains all optimum TSP tours.
As most of our results are inspired by studying Euclidean instances we will often call a vertex in a TSP instance a point. If x and y are two vertices in a TSP instance we will denote the edge {x, y} by xy simply.
A TSP instance is called metric if l(xy) ≤ l(xz) + l(zy) for all vertices x, y, z ∈ V . Our results do not require that the TSP instance is metric. However, we can improve some of our results if we assume some metric properties of the instance. Euclidean TSP instances are of course metric, but because of problems with floating point accuracy such instances are usually not considered in practice. The well known TSPLIB [9] instances for example use the discretized Euclidean distances EUC 2D and CEIL 2D. In the first, the Euclidean distance is rounded to the nearest integer while in the second it is rounded up to the next integer. Note that the EUC 2D distance function is not metric and that an optimum TSP tour for such an instance may contain two crossing edges.
Currently, the most successful heuristic TSP algorithms [7] are based on the concept of k-opt moves. Given a TSP tour a k-opt move makes local changes to the tour by replacing k edges of the tour by k other edges. For a k-opt move we require, that after the replacement of the k edges the new subgraph is 2-regular. If the new subgraph is again a tour we call the k-opt move valid. If a tour T allows a valid k-opt move resulting in a shorter tour, then T cannot be an optimum tour. This simple observation is the core of our algorithm for proving the existence of useless edges.
Let pq and xy be two edges in a TSP instance. We call pq and xy compatible, denoted by pq ∼ xy, if max (l(px) + l(qy), l(py) + l(qx)) ≥ l(pq) + l(xy) .
(
Otherwise pq and xy are called incompatible. Note that two edges that have at least one vertex in common are always compatible.
Lemma 1. Any two edges in an optimum TSP tour are compatible.
Proof. Assume pq and xy are two incompatible edges in an optimum TSP tour T . By (1) we have l(px)+l(qy) < l(pq)+l(xy) and l(py)+l(qx) < l(pq)+l(xy). Thus T can be improved by a 2-opt move, that replaces edges pq and xy by either px and qy or by py and qx. One of these two 2-opt moves must be valid. This contradicts the assumption that T is an optimum TSP tour.
⊓ ⊔
For k > 2 we call a set of k edges k-incompatible, if they cannot belong to the same optimum TSP tour.
The Main Edge Elimination Theorem
To be able to formulate our Main Edge Elimination Theorem, we need to introduce the concept of potential points first. Let (V, E) be a TSP instance and pq ∈ E. For r ∈ V \ {p, q} define
Let R 1 , R 2 ⊂ V and R ⊂ R 1 ∪ R 2 . We call r potential with respect to pq and R 1 and R 2 , if for every optimum tour containing pq, the two neighbors of r cannot both lie in R 1 respectively R 2 . We say that such a covering certifies the potentiality of r. Note that R 1 ∩ R 2 needs not to be empty. However if r is potential, in any optimum tour containing pq, r cannot be connected with R 1 ∩ R 2 . In Section 5 we will develop efficient methods for certifying potential points.
Theorem 1 (Main Edge Elimination Theorem). Let (V, E) be a TSP instance and pq ∈ E. Let r and s be two different potential points with respect to pq with covering R 1 and R 2 respectively S 1 and S 2 . Let r ∈ S 1 ∪S 2 and
then the edge pq is useless.
Proof. Assume that the edge pq is contained in an optimum TSP tour T . Let rx, ry, sz, sw ∈ T be the incident edges of r and s. We may assume that the vertices x, y, z, and w are labeled in such a way that x ∈ R 1 , y ∈ R 2 , z ∈ S 1 , and w ∈ S 2 . As r and s are potential, we have r, s ∈ {p, q}. By assumption we have rs ∈ T , making the four edges rx, ry, sz and sw distinct. Now there exist two possible 3-opt moves as shown in Figure 1 . The first is to replace pq, rx, and sw with px, rs, and qw. The second is to replace pq, ry, and sz with pz, rs, and qy. It is easy to verify that for every tour containing the egdes pq, rx, ry, sz and sw, one of these two 3-opt moves must be valid.
The two 3-opt moves are decreasing the length of the tour T by
By inequalities (3) and (4), both terms are strictly positive. Since one of these 3-opt moves is valid, this yields a tour shorter than T , contradicting the optimality of T . ⊓ ⊔
The Close Point Elimination Theorems
The Main Edge Elimination Theorem will be our primary tool to prove that an edge in a TSP instance is useless. As soon as many edges of a TSP instance are known to be useless other methods can be applied. In this section we present our so called Close Point Elimination. When applied to the complete graph of a TSP instance it will eliminate almost no edge. However, in combination with the Main Edge Elimination Theorem it will allow to identify additional useless edges.
Theorem 2 (Close Point Elimination Theorem). Let (V, E) be a TSP instance and pq ∈ E. Let r ∈ V \{p, q} and define R := {x ∈ V | rx ∈ E ∧ pq ∼ rx}.
If for all x, y ∈ R with {x, y} = {p, q} we have
Proof. Assume that an optimum tour T contains the edge pq. Let xr and ry be the two edges in T that are incident with r. Then {x, y} = {p, q} and x and y must be in R. By assumption inequality (7) holds. Then we can replace the edges pq, xr, and yr with xy, pr, and qr and obtain a tour that is shorter than T . Note that this also holds if one of x and y equals one of p and q. This contradicts the optimality of the tour T .
⊓ ⊔
For the degenerate case with x = p we show a stronger result by making use of the notion of metric excess. It will allow us to short cut a eulerian subgraph in an instance that needs not to be metric. The metric excess m pq (z) of a vertex z with respect to an edge pq is defined as
Theorem 3 (Strong Close Point Elimination Theorem). Let pq, pr and rx be three edges of a TSP instance (V, E). Let z ∈ V \ {p, q, r, x}. If
then the edges pq, pr and rx are 3-incompatible.
Proof. Assume that an optimum tour T contains the edges pq, pr and rx. We show that there exists a 3-opt move yielding a tour shorter than T . Delete the edges pq and rx and insert the edges qx, pz and rz. Note that this edge set is eulerian but not a TSP tour as vertex z has degree four. But as l(xq) + l(rz) + l(zp) − m pr (z) < l(pq) + l(rx) a short cut is possible that yields a tour shorter than T . This contradicts the optimality of the tour T . ⊓ ⊔
Certifying potential points
Starting with a complete graph, it can be very inefficient, to exclude edges using the criteria discussed so far. We will show how to adopt the Main Edge Elimination Theorem such that most edges can be excluded efficiently. The aim of this section is to show that one can prove in constant time that a point r is potential with respect to an edge pq. To be able to do so, we will assume in the following that the distance function l is the EUC 2D function. Similar results hold for any other distance function that is close to the Euclidean distance. By |pq| we denote the Euclidean distance of p and q. Note that
We now want to find a covering for a point r and an edge pq. We will therefore take a closer look at the set R := {x ∈ V | rx ∈ E ∧ pq ∼ rx} which was already defined in Section 3. Observe that in a metric space the compatibility of the edges pq and rs implies that the edges pq and rt are also compatible for all t ∈ rs. Since we use EUC 2D lengths, this only holds after adding some constants. For each point r choose δ r s.t. no vertex apart from r lies in the interior of the circle around r with radius δ r . One can for example use
For an edge pq and a point r ∈ V \ {p, q} define the two lengths l p := δ r + l(pq) − l(qr) − 1 and l q := δ r + l(pq) − l(pr) − 1 .
For each point s ∈ V \ {r} define s r ∈ rs such that |rs r | = δ r .
Lemma 2. Let (V, E) be a TSP instance, pq ∈ E, r ∈ V \{p, q} and s ∈ V \{r}. If |ps r | < l p and |qs r | < l q then the edges pq and rs are incompatible.
Proof. We show that both 2-opt moves involving the edges pq and rs have shorter length. Using (9), (11), and the triangle inequality we get:
l(qs) + l(pr) < l(pq) + l(rs) is proven analogously. Hence pq and rs are incompatible. ⊓ ⊔ Figure 2 illustrates Lemma 2. It shows two cones R p and R q for which R ⊂ R p ∪R q . The cones are defined as R p := {t | |qt r | ≥ l q } and R q := {t | |pt r | ≥ l p }. We do not need that the cones R p and R q are disjoint. However we need that they actually exist, i.e. the circles around p and q have to intersect the circle around r. Lemma 3. Let (V, E) be a TSP instance, pq ∈ E and r ∈ V \ {p, q}. If
then the circle with center r and radius δ r intersects both circles with centers p and q and radii l p respectively l q .
Proof. It suffices to show |ir| − δ r ≤ l i ≤ |ir| + δ r for i ∈ {p, q}.
Analogously for i = q.
⊓ ⊔
A naive way to prove that R p and R q certify the potentiality of r is to look at all possible 3-opt moves.
Lemma 4. Let (V, E) be a TSP instance and pq ∈ E. For r ∈ V \ {p, q} let R ⊂ R p ∪ R q with R = {x ∈ V | rx ∈ E ∧ pq ∼ rx}. If for i ∈ {p, q}:
then R p and R q certify the potentiality of r.
Proof. Assume that pq is contained in an optimum tour T and rx, ry ∈ T with x, y ∈ R i for i ∈ {p, q}. Then replacing the edges pq, rx and ry by the edges pr, rq and xy is a valid 3-opt move. By inequality (13) this 3-opt move yields a shorter tour, contradicting the optimality of T . ⊓ ⊔ Lemma 4 yields a method to check in O(n 2 ) time that a vertex r is potential. We now want to show that the potentiality of a vertex r can be certified in constant time. We assume that the edge pq is part of an optimum tour T . Furthermore we consider the covering R p and R q as described above. The angles of the cones R p and R q are denoted by α p respectively α q . The certification follows from a simple argument.
Lemma 5. Assume that pq is contained in an optimum TSP tour T , r ∈ V \ {p, q} and the angle γ between the two edges incident with r in T satisfies
Then the neighbors of r in T cannot both lie in R p respectively R q .
Proof. W.l.o.g. assume both neighbors of r in T lie in R p . This immediatly implies γ ≤ α p , contradicting (14).
It now suffices to show that inequality (14) holds for every optimum tour containing pq. This can be checked using the following statement.
Lemma 6. Let (V, E) be a TSP instance and T an optimum tour. Let pq ∈ T and r ∈ V \ {p, q}. Assume that inequality (12) holds. Define the angle γ r as
Then the angle γ between the two edges of T incident with vertex r satisfies γ ≥ γ r .
Proof. Let rx, ry ∈ T be the two incident edges of r. Let µ := |x r y r | . The cosine formula yields the following equation:
As T is an optimum tour, there is no valid 3-opt move which yields a shorter tour. Hence we get:
From Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 we immediately get the following result.
Lemma 7. Let pq be an edge contained in some optimum TSP tour T and r ∈ V \ {p, q}. Assume that inequality (12) holds. If
then the sets R p and R q certify the potentiality of r.
It is easy to see that the angles α p and α q can be computed in constant time. Details are given in the appendix.
The results so far provide a way to prove in constant time that a given vertex is potential. Notice that not all potential points can be detected using this approach. However, as we will see in Section 7, sufficiently many potential points can be detected using this method. For simplifying notation we introduce the following concept: Let pq be an edge and r ∈ V \ {p, q}. The vertex r is called strongly potential (with respect to pq), if the conditions (12) and (18) hold.
Thus, checking whether a point r is strongly potential can be done in constant time (assuming that the value δ r is known, which can be computed in a preprocessing step for all vertices). Verifying the inequalities in the Main Edge Elimination Theorem still needs O(n) time. The aim now is to show that this can be done in constant time by computing appropriate lower bounds for (3) and (4). Lemma 8. Let (V, E) be a TSP instance and r strongly potential with respect to pq. Let R p and R q be the covering certifying r. Then
Proof. Let x ∈ R p . Then
Similarly one can prove this for the set R q . ⊓ ⊔ Let C r be the circle around r with radius δ r . Define the two arcs
Further letp andq be the points on C r with greatest distance to p respectively q. Since B p and B q are connected, the maxima in the inequalities (19) and (20) can only be attained atp respectivelyq, or at the endpoints of B p respectively B q . We consider the case that |pq| ≤ l p and |qp| ≤ l q .
This gives that
where the right hand sides can easily be calculated in constant time. Details are given in the appendix.
The Algorithm
In this section we describe our algorithm that eliminates useless edges. It consists of three independent steps.
Step 1 uses the results of Section 3 and Section 5 and eliminates the majority of all edges.
Step 2 applies the Main Edge Elimination in combination with the Close Point Elimination to eliminate additional edges.
Finally in
Step 3 we use a backtrack search of bounded depth to eliminate even more edges.
Step 1: Fast Elimination To prove that an edge pq is useless we need to find two potential points r and s satisfying the conditions of the Main Edge Elimination Theorem. For a point r we use the method described in Section 5, to prove that it is potential. In fact we will only use r if it is strongly potential. This can be checked in constant time. The next step is to calculate the minima appearing in the Main Edge Elimination Theorem using Lemma 8. This can be done separately for each potential point in constant time.
Once two potential points r and s with their corresponding minima are calculated, one can check in constant time whether the inequalities of the Main Edge Elimination Theorem are satisfied. Since only two potential points which satisfy the conditions of the theorem are needed, a smart ordering and stopping criteron for checking the potentiality of points can speed up the algorithm drastically. We select the points ordered by their distance from the midpoint of the edge pq and stop after at most 10 points that have been considered.
Using a 2-d tree [2] we compute in a preprocessing step the values δ r for all vertices of the instance. In most cases it turns out that at most three strongly potential points have to be considered to prove that an edge is useless.
Step 2: Direct Elimination For an edge pq we consider two vertices r and s with all their incident edge pairs. The Close Point Elimination is used to reduce the number of possible edge pairs. The edge pq can be eliminated either if no edge pair can be found for r or s, or if all combinations of edge pairs satisfy the condition of the Main Edge Elimination Theorem.
Step 3: Backtrack Search In this step starting with an edge pq we extend a set of disjoint paths recursively. We allow two operations for the extension. Either we select one of the existing paths and add an edge incident to one of its endpoints. Or we add a vertex not yet contained in any of the disjoint paths and two edges incident with this vertex. After each extension we check whether the Main Edge Elimination Theorem or the Close Point Elimination allows to eliminate one of the path edges. In this case we backtrack. Moreover we check that the collection of paths is minimal in the sense that no collection of paths exists that has shorter length and that connects the same pairs of endpoints and uses the same set of interior points. We use an extension of the Held-Karp algorithm [6] for this. We always select the extension of the set of paths that has the smallest number of possibilities. If all extensions have been examined without reaching a predefined extension depth, then we have proven that edge pq is useless.
Results
We applied our algorithm to all TSPLIB [9] instances which use the EUC 2D metric as well as to some larger EUC 2D instances from [3] . Table 1 contains the results on some of these instances. Table 1 . Results for some TSPLIB instances with at least 1,000 vertices as well as a 100,000 vertex instance from [3] . The first three columns contain the instance name, the number of vertices and the number of edges. Then for each of the three steps as described in Section 6 we list the number of edges that remain after this step as well as the runtime. For Step 3 we used an extension depth of 10 which gave a reasonable trade off between the runtime and the number of eliminated edges. The last two columns contain the total runtime of our algorithm and the ratio of the number of edges remaining after Step 3 divided by the number of vertices. All runtimes are given in the format hh:mm:ss and are measured on a single core of a 2.9GHz Intel Xeon.
The TSP solver Concorde [1] is the fastest available algorithm to solve large TSP instances optimally. It can be downloaded at [3] . We applied Concorde to the TSPLIB instance d2103. The total runtime needed by Concorde was 17, 219, 190 seconds
1 . This agrees with the runtime reported for this instance on page 503 of [1] . Then we ran the three steps of our algorithm as described in Section 6. For Step 3 we used an extension depth of 12. After 168, 153 seconds all but 16, 566 edges were eliminated. We changed the length of all eliminated edges to some large value and gave this new instance again to Concorde. On this instance Concorde needed 1, 392, 582 seconds. Thus the total runtime was improved by our edge elimination algorithm by more than a factor of 11.
Two other successful applications of our edge elimination approach were reported to us by Cook [4] . First, the edge elimination approach in combination with the LKH algorithm [7] improved the so far best known TSP tour for the DIMACS instance E100k.0 [8] . The shortest tour known so far had length 225, 786, 982. It was found using the LKH algorithm. Cook's implementation of an edge elimination approach eliminated all but 274, 741 edges in the TSP instance E100k.0. By applying the LKH algorithm to this edge set a tour of length 225, 784, 127 was found [8] . Secondly, Cook applied the edge elimination approach to a truly Euclidean instance (i.e., a Euclidean instance where the point distances are not rounded). Finding optimum TSP tours in such instances is much harder than in instances with rounded Euclidean norm. The largest truly Euclidean instance that Cook was able to solve so far had 500 points. With the help of the edge elimination approach he solved an instance with 1000 points.
